
Ice Breaker for intercultural meetings 
How It Is Done Here 
 

Objective: Build understanding and appreciation of differing cultural orientations 

Process: 1. Break the group into smaller groups representing the various cultures 
in attendance; eg. North American, Asian, Indian, etc.  

2. Explain that the intent is to explore impacts of cultural differences 
through the use of hypothetical situations and discussions 

3. Distribute identical situation slips to each group 
4. Ask the groups to discuss their thoughts on each situation. 

Specifically ask them to capture on a flip chart: 
 how they would handle each situation  
 how they think the other group(s) would handle each of them 

5. Ask each to present their results to the entire group 
 
Use judgement in selecting the particular situations to be used. The 
number of situations is left up to the facilitator. It will depend on the time 
that is available, the perceived openness of the team members and the 
intensity of the cultural differences. 

Debrief or 
Discussion 
Questions: 

 Ask if there were any surprises. 
 Ask if what they thought the other’s responses would be were on 

target or not. If not, ask if they now understand why? 
 Lead a discussion of the implications of the cultural differences on 

project communication, decision making, making project changes, 
recognition, etc. (be aware that you may only get the politically correct 
answer at this time) 

Material  Sets of prepared situations on slips of paper – each team gets the same 
situations. Flip chart and markers 

Time/ 
planning 

Depends on number of groups and number of situations chosen. Need to 
allow enough time to discuss the implications. 

Variation:  Consider asking people to “act” instead of writing. 

 
Situations could include:  
1. Client makes a change. How is it communicated to the project team? 
2. Due to schedule slippage (or client changes) significant overtime is required. How do you 

handle it? 
3. In an emergency you need to get in touch with a team member in the middle of the night. 

What would you do? 
4. The client expects the project team to work during a religious holiday. What would 

happen?  
5. The project met a significant milestone. How do you celebrate it with the team? 
6. A decision that would impact cost or schedule if not made right now needs to be made 

and you are not able to reach those in charge that need to make it? What would 
happen? 

7. Information to solve a problem is missing. How would you proceed? 
8. Someone on your team comes up with a great, innovative idea that will impact cost or 

schedule. What do you do? 
9. You do not get a timely response to an e-mail. What is your next step? 
10. You are convinced that there is a lack of understanding at another international location 

working on the project about a specific issue. What would happen? 
11. You feel that someone in one of the international locations/offices has been rude to you 

or someone on your team. What would you do? 
12. You aren’t sure whether you are going to make a particular deadline. What would you 

do? 



13. You get information that is incorrect or incomplete. What would you do? 
14. Someone from one of the other international locations/offices does not appear to be 

following the right procedures. What do you do? 
15. Even though you have doubts about a decision, you do not feel it is your place to speak 

up. What would you do? 
16. You have a problem dealing with your counterpart from another international 

location/office or one of his/her staff. What would you do? 
17. The client wants to single out a specific individual on your team to recognize. What 

would you do? 
18. You got an answer to a request but you do not think it is the right answer. What would 

you do? 
19. What advice would you give to a newly arrived foreigner who is coming to work in your 

office? (give 3 to 5 points) 
 
Notes: 
 For debriefing, discuss how cultures sometimes view each from extreme opposite 

positions even if they have some things in common like a language. 


